1985 honda nighthawk s

Before the U. The Big Four Japanese manufacturers responded quickly by de-stroking some cc
bikes for the U. At the time, the technological push had been for liquid-cooling, V-4s,
fuel-injection and turbocharging, so the CBSC Nighthawk S was something of a surprise. Honda
had gone back to the drawing board and come up with a retro naked bike. The production run
for the Nighthawk S was short at only three years, but the bikes were handsome in red and
black or blue and black and have proven to be bulletproof. Many can be found today in good
condition, and on long-term ownership. It also had an extremely useful center stand. At lbs, the
Nighthawk was no lightweight, but it was capable of a second quarter mile and topped out at
around mph. Since the bikini fairing was mostly for looks, that was plenty. Black chrome was
everywhere, with just a few polished items like valve covers, cooling fins and some engine
casing parts. The bikes were principally black with contrasting pin-stripes. Naturally, the bikes
are not perfect. The inch wheels were intended to deliver speedier steering, but the loss of
gyroscopic stability means the bike wants to tuck under when ridden hard. The anti-dive fork
has its critics as well. The ideal person to buy from is a middle-aged owner who has ridden it
regularly but not far in good weather. Maintenance really only involves oil changes, brakes and
tires, but check that the fork seals have been replaced. The bike is quite softly sprung and too
heavy not to have the suspension and brakes in good condition. For all Hagerty Insurance
clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the
guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for,
even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance
policy, please call us at Traditional 4-cyl. Get a Quote. Make Honda. Model Nighthawk. Great
Running bike with new tires and rebuilt carbs. The bike is run daily with no problems. The only
reason I'm selling the bike is because I'm simply too big for it. Model CB. Set your watch to it.
No rips or tears in the seat. Carburetor rebuilt last year. Has slow oil leak. I have the gasket to
fix it, just don't have the time to do it. This is a classic bike in good condition. Acquired from a
family member. Runs great, needs some cosmetic tlc. Clear title no issues. Starts and runs as
the Honda engineers designed and intended. No modifications With the exception of the
replaced gauges. They are from a model and the MPH numbers end in Zero's instead of fives as
would be stock. Miles were within of each other when replaced. Now reads miles. Originals had
cracked glass and got water damaged. This bike Probably has a road ding or two and a scratch
on the front fender but no crash damage. Stock as it came as far as winkers and mirrors. Also
has new tires and brakes front and rear. It even has a new Maintenance free battery. A breeze
for you or your mechanic to maintain due to being from before the age of computerization or
fuel injection. Ride it home today. I am upgrading to a Honda GoldWing very soon. I have put
well over 8, miles since November of I have rode this bike a lot and worked on it very little, it's
been extremely reliable. Contact me for any questions, call or text, or email me at: nu gmail.
Thanks, Isaiah. Has clean and clear title, brakes are good, tires are good needs very little to be a
great bike. Or if you know what you're doing could be a great bobber or cafe racer with minimal
effort. Model Hawk. Burnet, TX. Davis, CA. Fort Rice, ND. Cheyenne, WY. Eau Gallie, FL.
Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Nighthawk
Honda : Nighthawk Freshly painted red with brand new tires, wheels, and breaks. Year Make
Honda Model Nighthawk. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Hawk. Prev 1 2 Next. Make
Honda ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. If the motoring press was any judge, Honda had struck a rich vein with its new
Nighthawk S. Like any good hot rod, the Nighthawk S had a purposeful, aggressive look. Paint
was either two-tone black and blue or black and red, and just about everything else on the bike
â€” save for the fake chromed velocity stacks on the outside carbs and the polished edges of
the cylinder head fins â€” was matched in elegant, menacing black. Powering this visual feast
was an air-cooled, inline four. While visually similar to the engine introduced the year before in
the CB, the was all new. Designed as a both Canada and Europe got a version , for the U. Since
it retained its designed cc bore it could still breathe like a through its 4-valve head, giving the
new bike 67hp at the rear wheel and performance on par with and even exceeding other s. Cycle
Guide recorded quarter-mile times of Further making the Nighthawk S stand out was its unique
mix of old- and new-school bits. By George Orwell, anyone? Liquid cooling, V4 engines,
anti-dive brakes, turbos, electronic fuel injection and ignition â€” anything that gave a
performance or marketing edge was on the table. Yet here was the Nighthawk, with a decidedly
old-school, air-cooled mill, yet incorporating the latest mechanical advances. Thanks to
hydraulic lifters, valve adjustment was a thing of the past. A driveshaft dispensed with any
worries about adjusting or replacing chains, ignition was electronic, an automatic adjuster kept
the cam chain taut, and a spin-on, automotive-style oil filter a first for a Honda inline four meant
easy oil changes. But the motorcycle press loved the bike for more than just its styling and

specs. Hustling down mountain roads, the Honda responds immediately to steering inputs. It
steers quicker than a GPz, goes faster than an ES and feels a lot less cumbersome than an
Interceptor on a tight road. Compared to the CB Nighthawk against which it was often compared
but shared no parts , the CB carried its engine farther forward and lower, giving a lower center
of gravity and allowing a longer swing arm, the latter effectively canceling any
driveshaft-induced frame jacking as the rider twisted the throttle on and off. Overall, complaints
were almost non-existent. Mirrors were noted for getting fuzzy at high rpms and for not sticking
out far enough, and some testers were less than thrilled with the TRAC system, but otherwise
the seemed the perfect middleweight. It fits, and it feels good. Blame it on timing and
technology. Sales-wise, the mids were bad years for the motorcycle industry. After years of
steady sales increases, the market went into a sudden dive, leaving new motorcycles collecting
dust on showroom floors. Regardless of the CBs technical capacity, it was an old-school oddity
in a changing landscape, and Honda quietly dropped it after the model year. The good news is
there are plenty of survivors out there. Endowed with typical Honda reliability, engines appear
to last forever. Despite the 42cc advantage the GPz holds over the Nighthawk cc vs. So what are
you looking for? What a cool old school machine. I guess that makes me old school too. I
owned one of these Nighthawk S and it was an amazing bike. Was a joy to have, very little
maintenance and it was no bullet but it was fast enough. Handling was also great, the bike also
seemed lighter than it was. Was not the handling king that my FZR was but not to shabby.
Thanks for bringing this as the memories were great. Given this advice and my bike having a
blown engine, what should I look for to correct any issues? Are there known issues with the
frame oil causing catastrophic engine failures? I have owned two Highthawks! One Blue and
one Red I never could quite stomach the red white and blue. But I digress, I loved both bike I
lost both of them due to the number 3 connecting rod parting ways through the block. Not a
happy camper in either situation but had a lot of great miles on both. On a more posative note
my little brother has entered the world of street bikes on his Red '84 S. So it lives on. Wish
Honda would have kept after it I would love to see the blood line today as it was with new
technology and less Crotch rocketness! I bought my Nighthawk , black'n blue, in from a
mechanic that had taken very good care of it and only 21, miles. I love the looks the bike gets I
mostly commute with it and just an occasional longer jaunt, hope to do more of the longer trips
this year. Love the way it handles and the comfortable ride, added some nice Kuryakyn hi-way
pegs to give the knees a break, that was the frosting on the cake. Outstanding bike! This article
took me back. I owned an '85 Nighthawk SC for about 12 years. I bought it in '89 when it had
about miles on it. The guy selling it was scared of it. I heard that low growl and felt the smooth
acceleration and was immediately in love with it. I could stay close to my friends on Hurricanes,
or be just as comfortable as my Goldwing friends. I remember the ignition giving me fits and the
tank rusting from the inside. Valve cover gaskets were an easy fix. Other than that, it was oil
changes and shaft oil changes only. What a great bike. I miss it badly. I hope to afford a
look-alike soon - maybe a ZREX! No shaft-drive, but it sure brings back the same emotions with
its similar styling. I enjoyed reading this article and agree with the praise of the Nighthawk S. It
seems weird that a Honda engine is defective but I don't know the history and for all I know,
there could have been no oil in it. The engine failed due to the 2 connecting rod blew through
the lower part of the engine. This article states "stay away from examples that ever
hand-grenaded their bottom ends" due to the frame holding most of the oil. I have owned a
Honda Nighthawk S for decades. Bought it new in It is a great bike with a lot of performance and
low maintenance plus a lot of features like the hydraulic clutch, 6-speed transmission, dual
exhausts, 16 valve engine, hydraulic lifters, and shaft drive. Many people have wanted to buy it
from me over the years as it is a pristine example with miles, always garaged, and ready to go.
The styling has held-up so it still looks good. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier
magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long
motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today!
Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. Mark Mavracic Sr. More Comments. Sterling Snowden.
SGT Wait, Michael. Lee Founds. Randy Shepherd. V8 Cat. Related Content. How To Repair Your
Motorcycle. Add to cart. Xs Print. Chief Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the
Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world!
Join Today! Make Honda. It has a broken part in the internal starter. This is why there are 2
bikes for one price. The 2nd bike is a parts bike, complete except for the tank. If you are a
mechanic with some time to take the two motors to make one, this is the bike!! Serious buyers
only! No over seas buyers, no texts! I've worked with motorcycles for twenty years, these are a
great deal! Original Honda service manual and original Honda owners manual sold separately! I
have owned the bike for about five years and it is in great condition with approximately 25,
miles and the original black chrome exhaust. New Dunlop tires, brakes are in good condition, no

leaks, everything is functional, no scratches or dents, fresh oil change I have extra filters for it
also. The bike is ready to be ridden and in fact it is such a good bike I would be confident to get
on it and ride it coast to coast. The Nighthawk S has an interesting history. In Europe and
Canada the Nighthawk S was a In the 80s in an effort to help Harley Davidson the government
placed a tarriff on bikes cc and over. So Honda lessened the stroke to make it a a cc bike. The
Nighthawk S was the hot rod of motorcycles and has a really cool classic stance. I have enjoyed
the bike and lived my high school dream of riding a Nighthawk S and now it is time to pass her
on to fulfill someone else's dream. I do not need to sell the bike so please no low ball offers. I
am not interested in trading it for anything. Thank you for looking. Make Harley-Davidson. Model
Dyna Fat Bob. It's just as impressive today! Model CB. The Nighthawk S is hard to find
especially in this good of condition and this bike is one of the few that still maintains its original
black chrome exhaust. The paint is in excellent condition with no scratches, dents, cracks, or
fading. The bike has approximately 25, miles on it and has been well maintained. New Dunlop
tires front and back are on the bike with less than miles on them. Brakes have been changed
with about 1, miles on them. Seat upholstery is perfect. Everything functions well on the bike
and there are no leaks. The instrument panel is in great condition and the lens is clear. Ttle is
clear and in hand. I would completely trust the bike enough to get on it as is and ride it across
the country. The Nighthawk S in my opinion is one of the all time best looking bikes. When
released, the Nighthawk made a huge impression that magazines raved over. This would be a
great bike to fix up to good-as-new condition. Currently it starts, but it has trouble staying
running once started. Price is negotiable. Cash or money order only. Title in hand. Please feel
free to contact me with any questions or to set up a time to see the bike. This is the nicest S in
excistence The bike was completed in June of this year I have complete and detailed
documentation of the complete restoration. Every piece of this bike has been gone through and
it is just like brand new Absolutely show quality. Owen is an expert in Nighthawk S's This is the
nicest Nighthawk S on the planet. It has only been ridden approx 50 test miles. There will be
absolutely no disappointments regarding this bike. I have a folder of very detailed paperwork
that goes with the bike. Thousands and thousands of dollars have gone into this project and it
is being sold at a fraction of the price. If you want one that is absolutely mint this is the one
Buyer is responsible for shipping. Local pick up is preferred. Bike is located in Wayne New
Jersey. Payson, AZ. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA. Port Jefferson Station, NY.
Easton, PA. Cripple Creek, CO. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Honda Nighthawk Cbsc. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Make Honda 6
Harley-Davidson 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. This Honda CBSC Nighthawk S is finished in red with a black frame and
powered by a twin-cam cc inline-four paired with a six-speed transmission and shaft drive.
Subsequent work included rebuilds of the carburetors and fork as well as replacement of the
tires, fuel and vacuum hoses, spark plugs, and more. This Nighthawk S is offered at no reserve
with manuals, a factory tool set, and a clean Wisconsin title. The fenders, side panels, tank, and
fairing have been repainted in solid red rather than the factory two-tone scheme, and are
contrasted by a black frame, engine case, and exhaust system. Damage is noted to the right
rear muffler, and corrosion is present on the kickstand. Replica mirrors and replacement rubber
turn signal boots have been installed by the selling dealer. Braking is handled by dual front
discs and a rear drum. Instrumentation includes a mph speedometer, a tachometer with a
10,rpm redline, a temperature gauge, and a digital gear indicator. Just under 13k miles are
shown on the five-digit odometer. The seat was reupholstered under previous ownership,. The
cc four features double overhead cams and was factory rated at 80 horsepower with 42 lb-ft of
torque when new. The Nighthawk S featured an automatic timing chain tensioner, a spin-on oil
filter, and electronic ignition from the factory. Power is sent to the rear wheel via a six-speed
transmission and shaft drive. The selling dealer rebuilt the quadruple Keihin carburetors,
changed the oil, and replaced the spark plugs and battery in preparation for the sale. A start-up
and walk-around video is viewable below. A start-up and walk-around video is viewable above,
and a second video of the bike running highlighting the exhaust sound is viewable below.
Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be
sent once your connection has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦ Bid
Successful Congratulations! You're the high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment
flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the
auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the
vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we
pre-authorize your credit card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the
pre-authorization will be released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with a
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ny questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? This Honda Motorcycles got away, but there
are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 - 7.
August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. The seat was
reupholstered under previous ownership, The cc four features double overhead cams and was
factory rated at 80 horsepower with 42 lb-ft of torque when new. You are not connected to
real-time updates. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm
your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep
me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to
engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this
number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error
Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. February 12, at PM PT.

